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DEVELOPMENPQF USES SPECIFIC APTITUDE TET BATTERY S-200R82

, for-

TICKET:AG NTi(any ind.) 238.367-026
le,

RESEARCH SUMMARY

,This repoKt is-designed to provide the information required to evaluate the

Specific Aptitude Test Battery (SATB) for Ticket Agent from three points of

Wew: (1) technical addluacy of-the research; (2) fairness to minorities;,

and (3) Usefulness of the battery to Employment Service staffand erloyers

in selecting individuals for Iicket Agent positions.

.

Research demonstrated a statistically significalla and useful relationship\

between proficiency-as a Ticket Agent and the 7151lowing Specific Aptitude.

Test Battery:

,

Aptitudes Cutting Scores

.5- General Learning Ability 95

V = Verbal Aptitude 100

N - Numerical Aptitude .90

.

Two samples were used in this research. The validation'sample, on which the

SP,TB ,was develbed, consisted ofemployed workers.(including 48 blacks) from

sstate and t Distritt of Columbia. Data were .collected during 1973-80.

he tests used"were those of the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB). , Job

proficiency, was measured by supervisory ratings.

A second sample tested in 1958 confirmed'or cross validated the SATB. This

samples:consisted of 55 employed Ticket Agents. The same experimental tests

were used. The criterion or job proficiency measurement was supervisdry

ratings. I.

t
Test research analysts found no evide;ice of difference' in validity between

blackSwd nonminoritiesi the battery 'proved to be fair to blacks and nonmir

norities And females, "alid 'Males using several definitions 'of faitmess.

Addftional infOrmation ik. kesented in.the.Validity of'the Battery s ction
,

and iR Appendixes 1 and 2; -

.

,

The SATB can be expected to prodUpe a useful increase in 'the .Rropor ion of

highly .proficient workers. Whenl the SATB was applied to the va idation

sample, composed of individuals who were' employed and therefore considered

competent, an increase from 65% to 74% in the proportion of highly proficient

workers was found. Similar results were found for the. cross)-validation

sample. A greater increase can be expected when the battery is sed with

applicants, because the range of relevant abilities is wider among dplicants

than among employed workers.

iza
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PROCtDURE

21,

A pncurrent design was tised for the .validAion study; test and Criterion
'data were collected at about thg 'same time at each of the eparate employment

q. sites over a period from 1973 to 1980.

Job Anallysis.
Cr

A job analysis was done by obser.ving the workers' .performince on the job and
by.consulIing.with superviSors.. Ah4lysis preparea a job descr4ption based on
the job analysis. This desCription'Was used to :select..an.experimental sample
ofemployed.Ticket AgentS and to choose am.appropriate Criterion or measure
of.job performance. ..

Job duties of workers at each location lifted in the ACKNOWLEDGMENT, section
Were compare0 with the job deSCription apd found to be essentially the same.
If minOr differenets were foUnd, the job description was modified. The job
description shown in Appendix'4 is the result of.thisqraceSs and may be used
to,provide informatton on the appltoaffility of the,test battery resulting
from4his.research.

Each job dutly was ratedu for frequency of performancg, percentage of time
spent; and level of difficulty... 'Critical job duties were, identified on the
basis- f these rattiRgs.

A least one analyst -at each location rated Ihe aftitu
portant, or critical to performance of the job duties a

synthesis of these rairos and

Gener. lea'rning Ability

V - Verbal 'Apfitude

,N - Numerical Aptitude

4

thetr rationale follow§:
. .

as irrelevant, 4

that location. A

ReVired 'to 'learn rgsevation and tick-.
etingr praedures -Phil promote travel
service; 'to. plan travel routes;.,cto

'insdre Alia,there is -available space;
and to checks,b0gage.

,
Q,

-ReqUired to ammer inquirAel-regarding
fli t schedules and accommodations; to

.passengers to designated
. boarding, lareag; and to make public

aqdress annognceMents of arrivals and
#

depaftures.
t,

,
.

Required .to çmpute fares, refunds or
balances du ofor reissued tickets in

cat'e of cha ges; aneto compute bagg'age
wei2ht, travel

)
rdtbs and times.

.

.f

F`.

tr.



Q Clerical Perception ,Required to check iates, schedules,

computer printouts and manuals to

insure that- ticket information is

accurate.

Exlierimental Test Battery

The experimenial test battery for the validation sample consisted of all 12-

tests of_ fhe GAIT, 8-10028. Informaflon on the composition anddevelopmental

research bf the GATB may be found in the'Manual for the General Aptitude Test

Batter , SectIon III, Development, available, from the Government Printl-n§

Office.
T

Validation Sample Description

The validation sample consisted of, 201 Ticket Agents .1109 males, and 92

females) employed at various locations in the North, South, and 'West (See

ACKN0WLEDGMENT). A total of 63 Were.minority_group members (48 blacks, Y9

Spanish Surnamed, 1 Oriental, and 5 other) -and' 138 were .nonminority group

memlers. The means and standaed deviattbns for age; education, and

experience of'sample members are shown in Table .

Several American .Airlines subsamples -used an employer prepared Agent

eSelection Guide which..includes. tests of arithmetic reasoning, clerical.

perception, English usage and jgdgment situations. The test.itself is not

available, but,cut-off scores were not used; Workers had at least three

months' experiehce on a job which hat duties similar to those found-in the

job description'in ApPendix 4.' Descriptive statistics for black-and nonmi-.

nority subgroups are shown in/Appdhdix 1.

Criterion for.Validation Study

The criterion for the validation sample consisted of supel.visory\ ratings,

Each subject wat rated twice by 1, first line supervisor with an intervalfof

two weeks between ratings, or oneb each by a,first and second line superve

sor. Because /*ample members' aptitude scores are confidential, supervisqs

had'nb knowlede of test scores of workers. Thus, the possibility of these-.

scores,affecting ratings did not exist.

A descriptive pattvig scale was used. The scale (see Appendix 3) consists of

six items. Five of these items cover different aspects of job performance.

The ,sixth is a.global item on the ''all-around" ability of a Ticket Agent.

Eachl item has five alternative responses corresponding to different degrees

ofjob proficiency. For the purpose of scoring itemt, weights of f.to 5 were

assigned to the responses. 'The total score on the rating scale is the sum of

the weights for the-six items. The possible rangerforeach rating is 6-30.

A review of the job description indicated that the subjects covered by the

rating Scale were directly related to important aspects of job performance.
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A r Quantitx of ,wOrk: A Ticket Agent must work.quickly. and efficiently to .

irect passengers, answer questions, check baggage, Make reservations,'
issuegickets, determi-rie fares, keeb records, meet flight schedules or

7

other deadlines-46d accommodate customers.
(

B - Quality bf work: a Ticket Agent must.be of high quatty to
--provide optimum servi e to customers in a competitive -industry.

I

7

C - Accuracy.of work: A Ticket Agent must be able to obtain, conVey, and/or
record information preciselx froba variety of sources._

4 D - Job knowled41 A Ticket Agent must understand, comply with, and be able
to.convey to others information obtaiped from charts, flight schedules
and reschedules, guides, and manuals:

,

E - Joblersatility: A Ticket Agent inust- be capable of exeC*ing complex
prqdbdures with a variety of forms and.equipment,' following varying
.procedures and specificatibns and must be aware of constantly evolving
and changing Methods.

> F - "All-around" jqbtability:, Value to the employer involves a combination
of the aspeCts of job performanCe listed'above.- .

I

" A reliabilitY coefficient of .80 was 9btained between the two'different job

0. performarice' ratings, indicating a sigfilficant relationship: Therefore; the
final job perfqrmance criterion consists of the combined scores of the two

. ratings. The possible range for the combined scores'ois 12-60. The actual
'range for the total sample is 25-60. The mean is 44.3 with a standard
deviation of 7.6. Table 1 shows the relationship between the job performance
criterion and age, education and experience.

k

TABLE 1

Means, Standard De4iatlons (SD), and PearSon
Product-Moment Correlations with the Criterion (0 for

Age, Education4nd Experience

Validation Sabsle

= 201

4

Age (years).
Education (years)'
Total Experience (months)-

. Mean SD

7.5

1.4

71:7

-.05

.12

13.2
13.4

87.7

A

A



For the, purpose of analysis, researchers dichotomized the criterion distri-

bution so as to include, as nearly as ,possible, one-third of the subjects in

the low criterion group- and two-thirds in the high criterion gtoup, This

procedure is'the standaed for SATB studies. A criterion cutting score of 42

,placed 55% of the 'overall sample in the low criterion group and 65% in the

high criteridn*oup.

Cross-Validation Sample'Description

- The cross-validatidn saMple consisted of 55 Ticket Agents employed at vatidus

locationsby Mohawk Airlines. This study was conducted.prior to therequire-

\_ment. of providing minority group' informati(on. Therefore, minority group

status of the ;sample meMbers is unknown. The means and standard-deviations

forsage, education'and experience of sample members-are shown in Table la.

Criterion for Cross-Validation Study

The criterion for this study consisted of supervisory ieatings. The ratings

were made in' a manner siinilar to thOse of the revalidation sample. The

relationship'between Criterion and age, education and experience is shown in

Table la.

TABLE la

Means, Standard Deviations (SDI., and Pearson
Prod6ct-Moment Corretations with the Criterion (r) for

Agt, Education, and Experience

C.ross-Validation Sample

:N = 55

Mean SD

Age (years( '

Iducition (years)
Total Experiente (months)

-25.6
12.3
28.0

*Significant-at the .05 level .

ANALYSIS

4.6 .141

1.0 .035,

20.6 .323*

The initial sted'ip SATB data anaYsis- is to iden'tify those aptitudes which

show some evidence of validity and job relate.dness. This evidence can be:
,

.

.

1. StatistiAal ewidence of the crelation (r)-between the 'test and the

criterion;*
it,-

\
-

.

,

2. Content validity\as evidenced by a rating of "critical" based on the job
, . .

analysis, or .,

..,
..4

440



3. Any combination of the following:

- hightiiean

- low standard 'deviation (o)*
rating of "Important" based on thejob analyiis

.

0 .

demons4tt4ated validity in a prior validition study.

Statistical results for the val,idation sample are shown in Table 2.

Statistical

4 '

TABLE 2

Resulis for Validation Sample

Aptitude

G - General Learning Aility
V - Verbal Aptitude
N 1 Numerical Aptitude
'S - Spatial Aptitude
P - Form Perception
Q Clerical Perception
K -.Motor,Coordination
F - Finger Dexterity',
M - Manual Dexterity

,-.

S. :

N = 201-

Mean

107.5
107.0
107.5
106.6

115.3

116.8
102.4
111.2

SD

14.3
13.2

15.3
18.2

18.1
17.0,

15.4
20.2
22.1

**Significant at the .01 level

.35**
24**

41.34**

.19**

.22 **

' .20**
.11

.23**

.22**

:
Table 3 sulliniarizes the qualitative analysis and statjstical results shown in

. Table 2 and shows the aptitudes considered for inclusion in the SATB.

4

CZ*

C.%

e

.e4
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'TABLE 3

Summary, of Qualitative ahd Quantitative Data

for Validation Sample

Type of Evidence

. AptitudesGVNSPQKF
Job°Analysis Ratings

Critical
Important

,

Irrelevant

.

.X X

,

*

.

X X
.

Statistical Evidende
High Mean
Low SD .

.Significnt r

.

X

X

.0

X

X X X

X

X

X

X

X .

.

. X- X

. .

Aptitudes Considered for
Inclusion in the Battery G V

.

.

N.S
.

P Q_ F Is1

Cr
The informtion in Table 3 indicates the following aptitudes should be

considered for inclusion in the battery: G, V; N, S, P, Q, F and W. The

objective is to develop a batebry of 2, 3 or 4 aptitudes With cutting scares

at the point (a) where about the same percent will meet the cutting scores as

the percent rated in the high criterion group, and (b) which will maximize

thexelationship between the battery and the criterion', .

The-cutting scores are set at about one standard deviation below pie mean

aptitude scores of the sample, with deviations of five point intervalsabove

and.below these points to'achieve the objectives stated above. ,

The following battery.re§ulted:.
.

0 Aptitudes Cutting Scores .

G-- General LeWrning Ability 95

V - Verbal Aptitude .100

N -.Numerical Aptitude 9.0

" .

VALIDITY Of THE BATTERY

This section of thedrepprt first presents evidence pf criterion-relaied

validity of the SART on the...validation samftle, all relevant subsamples and'

the cross-validation sample. Next, it provides information on effectiveness

:arid fairness of,test norms.
,

t R

4

.54 t

re

4
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'Criterion Related Validity

!

Table 4 snows that there is a significant 41ationship between, the .job.
performance criterion and _the SATB 'for the validation samPle, blacks-,
nonminorites, fethales, males, and the crois-validation sample..

;

\-

TABLE-4

Validit; Cif Battery

.

.

Sample N

High
Criterion

Group

Low
Criterion

Group

Chi
S4Ore

Signifi
cance
Level

.P/2.cz

Phi

Coeffj-
cient

Below
Scores

Meeting
Scores

Below
Scores

Meeting
Scores

-

Total

Black.
' .

Non-

Minority

.

,

Male

.

Female.

Cross-
Validation
Sample

201

48

138

109,

92.

55

33

9

,

21
,-

_

15 "---
,

-18

-u7

98

.
16

.

76

55

43

30

35

14

$ 18

20

-----__
-15 ,,---

.

10
.

.
,

35
-
.

9

',

2.3

19

16

-------,

. 8

12.54

2.97
.

7.04

10.24

3.1B

5.99

.0005

.05

.005

.005

.05

.01

A
.

.25
.

.23

.31

.19

.33

As-a further test of battery validity, .analysts computed a multiple corre-
lation coefficient for the total validation sample. An R of .37 (significant
at the .01 level) was obtained between tht job performance criterion and
Aptftudes G, V, and N. 0.

Effectiveness of the Batterj

The level of.validity shown in Table 4 indicates that the SATB will be useful
in selection. In the total yalidation sample 65% were considered to be
highly proficient. Of those,wilo thet the cutting scores, 74% were judged tg
be highly proficient, an 'increase of 9 percentage points over the existing
selection method. Similar results were found for the cross-validation-
sample. These findings are hown in Table 5.
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TABLE 5

Effectiveness of Battery'

,

.,

Selection

.

Number

Highly
Proficient

(High

Criterion
Grou

a Marginal
(Low

Criter;on
Group)

of % of,

System. Selected 14 Total N 'Total

,

Validation Sample
Without Tests 201 131 65 70 35

With Tests 133 98 74 35 26

Cross Validation Sample
Without Tests 55 -. 37 67 18 . 33

With Tests, 38 30 79 8 21

The research samples consisted of employed workers on whom some selection had

already taken place; presumably those workers who lacked the.required abil-

ities had quit, been terminated, ur had been transferred. Therefore, a

greater increase over existing selection methods in the proportion of highly

proficient workers selected is to be expected when ne battery is used for

selection, as the, range of relevant abilities is almost certainly greater

among applicants than among eMployed workers.

Subgroup Analysis

No difference in the validitjes for blacks and nonminorities was found for

-this 4ttery; the difference between the phi coefficients for blacks and

'nonminorities is not statistically significant (CR .

The baitery is fair tb blacks since he.proportion of both blacks and nonmi-

norities that met the cutting scores approximated the proportion who were in

the high criterion group; 52% of the blacks met the-cuttihg scor'es and -52t

were in\the high criterion group; 72%iof the nohminorities met tne cutting

-sderes and 70% were in the high criterion group.

No difference in the validities for males and females was found. for: this-

battery; the difference between the phi coefficients for male nd female.

subgroups was not statistically significant (CR.= -.89).

The battery is fair to females since the percent of.both females and males

who met the cutting scores approximated the saffie. percent in the high

criterion group: 64% of the females met the cutting scores and 66% were in

the high criterion group; 68% Of the males,met the cutting score and 64% We're

in the high criterion group. Descriptive statistics for these subgroups are

shown in Appendixes 1 and 2.
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Prior Battery

Analysts 'checked validity of the prior' S-200 Ticket Agent norms, on the
validAtjon sample. The original battery G-95 V105 N-90 validated in

September, 1962, demonstrated a statisically significant relationshop. with
job ,proficiency, phi =. 28. 1.6v/ever, the selected battery, which is

idenXidal to the prtor battery except that aptitude V is five points low.ft,
demonstrates more fairness to subgroups.

,

Nti

V

4,



APPENDIX 1

Descriptive Statistics for,Black and Nonminority
-

Subgroups

'Variable c_j Mean

Black'
(N = 48)

SD larat

Nonminority
(N

Mean

= 138)

SD Range

Apt.itude.G 99.5 11.9 75-130 110.0 14.0 76-142

Aptitude,V 103.1 11.9 78-129 108.6 13.2 80-143

Aptjtude N
Aptitude S

98.7
.100.0

14.41
15.6;

69-128
61-147

110.3
108.5

14.3
18:8

77-140
65-153

_ )

Aptitude P 113.6 49.8 75-156 115.6 175 54-161

Aptitude Q 120.9 16'.9 82-157 126:1 46.5 91-179

Aptitude K 118.4 13.1. 91-148 116.2 16.3 60-159

Aptitude F 102.6 17.1 69-141 101.8 21.0 24-145-

Aptitude M 105.5 17.7 66-165 113.4 22.8 0-197 ,

Criterion 41.6 ,7.2 27- 57 45.2 7.4 25- 60.

Age 29.:T 6.1 21- 53 34.3 7.6 21-

Education 14.0 1.4 10- 17 13.1 1.2 12- 1.7

Total Experience . 61.5 ,59.5 .,6-300 96.9 73.4 .6-354

(months) :



Variable

Aptitude G
Aptit de V
Aptit
Aptitude S
Aptitude P
Aptitude Q
Aptitude K
Aptitude F
Aptitude M
Criterion .

Age AO
Education
Total.Exp nce

(month

4

-13,-

APPENDIX 2

DescriptiveStptistits for Male and .Female
Sample .0

Female'

.(N=92)- -

Mean SD

105.4 1 .9
108A 1. 5

105.3 1 2

102,6 1 .9

119.5 1 .2,

130.6 1 .3

121.3 45.4
107.9 18.1

110.6 20.1
44.6 7.8

30.7 6.6
43.4 1.4

71.5 67.8

Range

' Male ,

(N=109'4

Mean SD Range '

75,442 109.2 15.3 75-139

p0-143 106.0 13.8 78-141

y69-138 109.3 15.3 75-140

61-137 , 110.0 18.7 , 65-153 .

91-161 111,8 19.0 54-161

88-179
,

120.5 16:3 -82-161

,86-15i 113.1 -14.6 60-151

65-141 97.7 20.8 24-145

52-154 111.8 28.8 43-197

25- 60
21- 53

44.r
35.3

7.4
7.5

27- 60
22- 62

12-,17 13.3 1.3 10

6-354 101.5 72.6 6-325
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APPENDD'( 3

RATING SCALE FOR

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LAIIOR MANPOWER ADMSI5STNATI0H

DESCR1rT1yf RATING SCALE

SCOR E

D.O.T. Title end Code

-

''Directions: Please read the "Suggestions to Raters" and then fill in the items which follow. In nuking your
ratings, only one box should be checked for each question.

SUGGESTIONS TO RATERS '

We ire asking you to Tate the job performance of the peopk who work for you: These ratinp will serve alu
a "yardatick" against which we can compare Olen sCores in this study. The ratinp must give a kik picture
of each worker oethis study will have very little value. You should try to give that-stoat accurate ratings
possible ftir each worker.

Theme ratinp are stiktly confidential and won't affect your workers in any way. Neither the ratkp not
test scores of any waters will be shown to anybody in cyour company. We are interested only in "testing
the tests." Ratinp are needed only for those workers who are in the test study.

Workers who have nOt completed their training period, or who havenot been ort the job or undei your
stipervision long enough for you tolnaw how well they can perform this work should not be rated.
Pleiseinform the test technician about this if you,are asked to rate any such workers.

Complete the last question if the worker is no longer on the job. 9
t .

In making htings, don't' let general impressions or some outstanding trait affect your judgment. 'Try to
forget your personal feelings about the worker. Rate only on the work performed. Here are some more
points which might help you:

-

I. Plate read all directioris and the rating scale thoroughly, before rating.

2. For each questiOn compere your wockers with "workers4n-general" in this job.' That ircoMpUe y
Workers with other workers on this job that you have known. This is very important in unan plants
where there are only a few workers. We want the ratings to be based on the same standard in all the plants.

3. A suggested Method it to rate all workers on onaquestion at a time.. Theestions ask about different
abilities of the workers. A worker may be good in one ability and poor in abethcj for example, Cur),
slow worker may be accurate: 'So rate all workers on the hist question:Ithen rate all workers on the second
question, and so on.

4/Practice and experiende, usually impro:e a worker's skill. However, one worker withltix months' experience
may be a better worker than another with di years' experience. Don't rate one wfmker as poorer than
another merefy because of a leaser amount of experience. ,

5. Rate the workers according to the work they have done over a period of several weeks or months. Don't
rate just on the, basis of one "good" day, or one "Ind " day or some single incident. Think in terms of
each worker's-Tat or'typical performance. .

6. Rate only the abilitiet listed On the rating duet. Do not let factors such as cooperatkveneu, ability to
get along with others, promptness and honesty influenix youkratings. Although these aspects of a worker -*
are important, they are of no value for this study as a "yaidstick" against which to comparaaptitude
test scores.
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NAME OF WORKER (Prin0 (Last) (Mast)

SEXt MALE FEMALE

Company Job TitIe:

How often do you seathis worker How long have yoitworked with this worker?
in a work situation? c,

0 All the time. 0 Under one month.

CI Several times a day, 0 One to two montlis. '

0 Several times a week. 0 Mucci° five months.

CI Seldom. 0 Six months or more.,

, ,

A. How much can this worker pt done? (Worker's ability to make efficient use of time and to work at hi) apeed.)
(If it is possible to rate only the quantity of work.,which a person can do on this job u adequateor inadequate,
use *2 to indicate "inadequate" and 4ib4 to indicate "adequate.")

O 1. Capable of very low work output. Can perform only at an unsatisfactory pace.

CI 2. Capable of low work output. Can perform at Islow pace.

O 3. Capable of fair work Output. Can perform at aA accaptable pace.

CI 4. Capable of high work output. Can perform at a fast pace:

CI 5. Capable of very high worli output. CaX perform at an unusually fast pace.

B. How good is the quality of work? (Worker's ability to do high-grade work which meets quality standards.)

CI I. Performance is inferior and almost never meets minimum quality -standards.

CI 2. Performance is usually acceptable but somewhat inferior in quality.,
O 3. Performance is-acceptable but usually npt superior,in quality.

O 4. Performance is usually superioizin quality.

El 5. Performance is almost always of theirghest

C. How accurate is the work? (Worker's ability tO avoid makinvnistakes.)

O I. Makes very many mistakes. Work needs constant checking.

O 2. Makes frequent mistakes. Work needs morechecking than is desitoble.

O 3. Makes mistakes occasionally. Work needs only normal checkifig.

O 4. Makes few mistakes. Work'seldom needs checking.

b ' S. Rarely makes a mistake. Work almost never needs checking.

MA 746
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D. How much does the worker know about the job? (Worker's understanding of the principles, equipment, materials
and methods that have to do directly or indirectly with the work.)

El I. Has very limited knowledge. Does not know enough to do the job adequately.

0 2. Has little knowledge. Knowi enough to get by.

O 3. Has moderate amount of knowledge. Knows enough to do fair work.

O 4. Has broad knowledge. Knows enough to do good work.

O 5. Has complete knowledge. Knows the job thoroughly.

4
E. How large a varietp of job duties ciin-the-liorker perform efficiently? (Worker's ability to handle several different

operations.)

O I. Cannot perform different operations adequately,.

O '2. Can perform a limited number of different operations efficientfy.

O 3. Can perform several different operations with reasonable'efficiency.

O 4. Can perform many-different operations efficiently.

5. Can perform an unusually large variety Of different operations efficiently.

F. Considering all the factors already rated, and only these factors, how good is this worker?.. (Worker's all-around

ability to do the job.)

O 4. Performance usually not acceptable..

2. Performance somewhat inferior.
p.

O 3. A fairly Proficient worker.

0 4. Performance usually superior.

O 5. An unusually competent worker.

Complete the following ONLY if the worker is no longer on the job.

G. What do you think is the reason this person left the job? (It is not necessary to show the official reason if you
feel that there is another reason, as this form wilt not be shown to anybody in the company.)

I. Fired because of inability to do the job:

O 2. Quit, and'I feel that.it was because of difficulty doing the job.

O 3. Fired or laid off for reasons other than.ability to do the job (i.e., absenteeism, reduction in force).

O 4'. Quit, and I feel the reason for.quitting was not related to ability to do the job.

O 5. Quit or was momoted or reassined because the worker had learned the jo6 well and wanted to advance.

61

RATEDSY

COMPANY OR ORGANqATION

TITLE ATE

LOCATION (My, ItteIe, ZIP Cod.)
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APPENDU 4`

JOB DESCRIPTION

Job Title S.7.200R82

.Ticket Agent (any, ind.) 238:367-026*

Guide for Occupational ExplorationC(GOE) bode 071.63.01 Paying and Receiving

Job Summary
?

6
Provides customer services at the check:in .counter'of airline terminals;
answers. inquiries regarding scheduteS, routes, services and adcommodations
available; reserves space, end sells tickets for scheduled ttips, and checks
In passengers for flight.

Work Performed

*GiOei passenger information and makes reServations fbr available space:
Receive§ requests for reservations by telephone or irj -perSon, Adtwers

inquiries regarding scheduled flights sUcH as departpre and, arrival times;

fares, itineraries, baggage' allowances and TestrUtions, end check-in

requirements. Refers to ariff Schedules, Official Airllne _Guide, Traffic

and. Sale'S Manual, Operations Manual and.Standaed intqrline Passenger

Procedures whenever needed for necessary information. Records name,

telephone number and destination on reservation space chart. When space is

not a llable,' enters passenger's name on waiting' Iist. Notifies all,

stati s by. teletype when 6 flight haS been completely reseryed. Requests

sp on other airlines when necessary,Using teletYpe aria standard codes and

abbreviations. Notifies passengers of final confirmation.

*Sells airline tickets, receives payment and maket changed Questions

passenger to determirie needs for pUrchasing a ticket for 0 flight. 'Checks

reservation records to deteArrine available space.. May- tefet to Tariff for

information. concerning 'I-Outing apd fare's. Prepares Ocket 'by recording

pessenge'r's name, flight numbers, fare ,and tax, destination, and departure ./

and arrival times. Receives payment and makes thange or issues fbrm for
credit tard use. Recordt such informatiom as ticket-number, itinerary:fare
and tax; obtains passenger's signature on the form when a ticket is issued on

wire or exchange- order from another airline or on a government order.

Records space sold on-contropl chart.

4 .

Checks in passengers for ,flight: Checks passenger's ticket against listing,
pulls flight coupon-fromiticket and recotp destination on,flight manifest.

.Weighs and tags baggage, entering weight and number,of pieces on flight
'manifest. Staples baggage claim check to ticket envelope, in§erts ticket in

envelope, marks flight number end, destination on .envelope and hands ,,to

passenger., GiVes passenger any pertinent information such as eApected delay

in flight, or need for confirMation.tof continuing space.

.

Performs incidental duties: . Opens safe; thecks and distributes cash; pre-
pares ticket report; prepares no-show' report (a list of names and ticket.
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numbers of passengers failing to appear);)tarks flight changes and announces
plane,arrivals and departures. -

\.
'These job duties were designated as critical job-duties because they must.be
performed dompetently if the jobsis to be performed in a .satisfacto'ry manner..
Ticket Ageng spend 50% to 98% of their,Jime perforMing these-duties.
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